1. Revostate training is quick and easy. In less than two hours, you can review everything
necessary to buy and sell a home yourself. Watch all of the modules at once, or
step-by-step as you move through the home buying or selling process. Either way, it will
take you less time than binge-watching episodes about tiger zoos.
2. Creating a home listing takes an hour or less of your time, using your phone or computer
from wherever you want. No need for a long sit down with a sales agent, trying to
convince you why the latest drone technology used to take a picture of your roof justifies
high commission fees.
3. Scheduling tours only for the homes you want to see is simple. Just click the schedule
button, and voila, your tour is scheduled. No 12-round game of phone tag with your
agent, the other party’s agent, and the other party to find a time that works.
4. Negotiating a purchase price through Revostate’s platform is easy, just like entering an
offer on your favorite online auction site. Enter the number and wait for a response. No
awkward face-to-face negotiating, and no spin from an agent looking to get a
commission. Just a straight forward back and forth on numbers.
5. Creating a contract is easy. Answer 17 questions about the transaction, and you’ve got
an actual legal contract to take to the title company for closing. Need to negotiate some
of the terms? No problem. Revostate technology allows you to go back and forth on the
terms that matter most to both parties.
6. Getting direct feedback on your listing is refreshing. No spin, no black box and no
pressure from an agent. Everything you hate about real estate is taken care of by
Revostate technology.
7. Pricing on homes listed on Revostate’s site adjusts automatically for those being
represented by buyers’ agents. No ambiguity on if and how a third party would be paid.
8. Finding a title, appraisal, or inspection company is made less stressful with
recommendations for trusted local partners provided by Revostate.
9. Evaluating multiple offers as a seller is quick and easy within your Revostate account.
All offers listed in one transparent summary, with buttons for immediate action. Have full
transparency throughout the whole process.
10. Eliminating the typical 6% commission on a home transaction means the seller walks
away with more money and the buyer gets a better deal. How often is there a true
win-win in life?
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